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In-depth Interviews 
Telephone Surveys 

Digital Surveys 
Focus Groups 

Product/Concept Testing 
Journey Mapping

Harnessing the power of data to help clients 
achieve organizational goals.
Data to support strategic decisions to improve on products and 
services. Since 1979, our experience with study and instrument 
design, data collection, analysis, and formal presentation assists 
our clients in identifying the “why” and “what’s next.” 

Talent with a knowledge base in a wide range of industries and 
methodologies ensures a 360º view of the challenges faced and 
the expertise to address them. 

Solutions that are customized to provide a personalized 
approach of understanding organizational, employee, and 
customer needs allowing for more informed decisions.
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Project Overview

5

๏ GreatBlue was commissioned by Traverse City Light & Power (hereinafter “TCLP”) to conduct a market research 
study among residential and commercial customers to gain insight into their satisfaction levels regarding 
characteristics and services offered by the utility.  

๏ The primary goals for this research study were to assess satisfaction levels of residential and commercial customers 
of TCLP and highlight attitudes and awareness regarding various electric utility-related characteristics. 

๏ In order to service these research goals, GreatBlue employed both telephone and digital survey methodologies 
among a random sampling of TCLP’s residential customers and commercial customers.  

๏ The outcome of this research will enable TCLP to a) more clearly understand, and ultimately set, customer 
expectations, b) act on near-term opportunities for improvement and, c) create a strategic roadmap to increase 
customer satisfaction. 



Areas of 
Investigation

The Traverse City Light & Power Customer Satisfaction 
Survey leveraged a quantitative research methodology to 
address the following areas of investigation:


๏ Overall sentiment and perception 

๏ Awareness of current electric usage patterns 

๏ Gauging interest in various programs and services

๏ Current and preferred communication methods 

๏ Awareness and interest in energy efficiency 

๏ Demographic profiles of respondents
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Research Methodology Snapshot

Target 

Residential, Commercial 
& Industrial Customers 

No. of Completes 
817 Total  

642 Residential  
175 Commercial

No. of Questions 

48*

Margin of Error 

+/- 3.4% 

Incentive 

None

Confidence Level 

95%

Quality Assurance 

Dual-level**

Research Dates 

February 15 - 
March 5, 2021 

* This represents the total possible number of questions; not all respondents will answer all questions based on skip patterns and other instrument bias. 
** Supervisory personnel, in addition to computer-aided interviewing platform, ensure the integrity of the data is accurate.

Sample 

Customer List

Methodology 

Telephone & 
Digital
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This slide quantifies select data points to provide context for this research study. The data is not meant to be proportional to 
population contribution, rather to provide an empirical view into the demographic or firmographic profile of the participants.

Respondent Snapshot

Own

Rent

Prefer not
      to say

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

6.9%

38.3%

54.9%

1.4%

24.6%

74.0%

Residential 
Commercial 

Own or rent residence/business 

Less than 1 year

1-5 years

6-10 years

Over 10 years 

Don't know/unsure 

Prefer not to say

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

2.3%

10.9%

53.7%

10.3%

17.1%

5.7%

0.3%

0.3%

36.8%

18.8%

35.0%

8.7%

Residential 
Commercial

Length of time as a customer 
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This slide quantifies select data points to provide context for this research study.  The data is not meant to be proportional to 
population contribution, rather to provide an empirical view into the demographic profile of the participants.

Respondent Snapshot

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65 or older 

Prefer not to say 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

1.4%

36.8%

20.1%

13.4%

14.5%

12.5%

1.4%

Age

Under $9,999 to less than $25,000

$25,000 to less than $50,000

$50,000 to less than $75,000

$75,000 to less than $125,000

$125,000 to less than $150,000

$150,000 to less than $200,000

$200,000 or more

Prefer not to say

0.0% 50.0% 100.0%

22.1%

5.9%

5.3%

7.0%

19.6%

14.2%

18.2%

7.6%

Income 

3.0%

45.3% 51.7%

Female
Male
Prefer not to say

Gender 
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This slide quantifies select data points to provide context for this research study.  The data is not meant to be proportional to 
population contribution, rather to provide an empirical view into the demographic profile of the participants.

Respondent Snapshot

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

1 (myself) 2 3 4 5 or more Prefer 
not to say 

3.6%3.9%7.0%
10.9%

41.6%

33.0%

Number of people in household 

3.6%
7.5%

88.9%

Permanent residence 
Seasonal home 
Prefer not to say 

Permanent or Seasonal Residence
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What We Learned:  
Residential customers tagged as “high” electricity users reported being largely unaware of their 
consumption habits. 

Takeaway: 
Opportunity exists to educate this segment and help them lower their overall consumption.  

Actionable Strategy:  
Develop marketing communications specifically targeting high electricity users. 

Key Study Findings
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Key Study Findings
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What We Learned:  
Overall satisfaction with field service interactions declined from 2016 ratings among both 
surveyed residential and commercial customers. 

Takeaway: 
Although field service ratings remained high, they did fall below 90.0%, and it is recommended 
that TCLP further investigate the decline. 

Actionable Strategy:  
Consider qualitative feedback from respondents who reported having a poor field service 
interaction.
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Key Study Findings
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What We Learned:  
Interest in renewable energy programs increased over 2016 results, yet reported awareness 
and participation declined. 

Takeaway: 
The reported gap between interest and awareness suggests an opportunity to educate both 
residential and commercial customers about the programs and services available to them. 

Actionable Strategy:  
Communicate the programs and services available to both residential and commercial 
customers and be mindful of their preferred communication methods. 
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Key Study Findings
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What We Learned:  
The majority of customers are both aware of and interested in TCLP’s high speed fiber internet service. 

Takeaway: 
Customers are open to converting their internet service from their current provider to TCLP’s internet 
service.  

Actionable Strategy:  
Make efforts to add TCLP’s fiber internet service to their current electric customers’ accounts through 
referrals and introductory rates.
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Slight Decline in Overall Satisfaction 
In 2021, ratings for overall satisfaction with TCLP declined slightly to 95.2% (from 97.9% in 2016), yet remained within the 
margin for error. The slight decline in the composite score was precipitated by a 2.8 percentage point decline in the residential 
score, while the commercial score decreased by 1.0 percentage point. 

25%

50%

75%

100%

Composite Residential Commercial 

97.7%94.5%95.2%
98.7%97.3%97.9%

2016 2021

Overall, how satisfied are you with the services provided by TCL&P?  (Total “very satisfied” or “somewhat satisfied” w/o “don’t know” responses)Q
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Elevated Importance of Cost Among 
Commercial Customers 

How important would you say the cost of 
electricity is to your household or business? (total 
“very important” or “somewhat important”)

Q How important is it to you that TCL&P is within the 
top ten lowest cost providers in the State?  (total 
“very important” or “somewhat important”)

Q

Respondents indicated the cost of electricity was either “very important” or “somewhat important” at a 93.9% frequency 
(93.1% residential and 96.6% commercial). Further, 85.2% of respondents indicated it is important TCLP is within the top 
ten lowest cost providers in the state (83.6% residential customers, 90.9% commercial customers). 

Composite

Residential 

Commercial 

25% 50% 75% 100%

96.6%

93.1%

93.9%

2021

Composite

Residential 

Commercial 

25% 50% 75% 100%

90.9%

83.6%

85.2%

2021
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Residential Customers Largely Unaware of Usage 
Less than one-half of respondents (44.3%) reported being aware that their home or business uses more electricity than 
average. Of note, residential customers (36.9%) were significantly less aware of their high usage than commercial respondents 
(77.1%). Of the 147 customers who were aware they were high users, 25.4% reported they were simply “aware of usage 
patterns,” 12.3% indicated they were aware "through bill payment/billing related” and 8.8% indicated it was due to the “nature 
of their business.” 

25%

50%

75%

100%

Composite Residential Commercial 

77.1%

36.9%
44.3%

2021

Our records indicate that your home/business is identified 
as a high electricity user. Prior to today, how aware 
would you say you were that your home/business 
utilizes more energy than the average commercial/
residential customer at TCL&P? (total “very aware” 
or “somewhat aware”) (n=257)

Q

Item 2021 Composite

Aware of usage patterns 25.4%

Through bill payment/billing related 12.3%

Nature of business 8.8%

How would you say you were aware of this? (n=147)Q
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Majority of Customers Aware of Low Usage 
Over one-half of respondents (55.5%) reported being aware that their home or business uses less electricity than average. Of 
note, residential customers (58.1%) were significantly more aware of their low usage than commercial respondents (45.5%). 
Of the 114 customers who were aware they were low users, 24.5% indicated they “make an effort to use less/conservation,” 
10.2% indicated “through bill payment/billing related” and 10.2% indicated “comparisons/speaking with others.”  

25%

50%

75%

100%

Composite Residential Commercial 

45.5%

58.1%55.5%

2021

Our records indicate that your home/business is identified as a low electricity user. Prior 
to today, how aware would you say you were that your home/business utilizes 
more energy than the average commercial/residential customer at TCL&P? (total 
“very aware” or “somewhat aware”) (n=265)

Q How would you say you were aware of this? (n=114)Q
Item 2021 Composite

Make an effort to use less/conservation 24.5%

Through bill payment/billing related 10.2%

Comparisons/speaking with others 10.2%
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25%

50%

75%

100%

Composite Residential Commercial

90.9%88.5%89.0%
84.2%85.2%84.7%

2016
2021

20

The strong majority of respondents (98.5% in 2021 from 99.4% in 2016) indicated a reliable electric service with fewer 
outages and surges is either “very important” or “somewhat important” (98.6% residential and 98.3% commercial). 
Additionally, the frequency of survey participants who reported TCLP is either “excellent" or “above average” at providing 
reliable service increased to 89.0% in 2021 over 84.7% in 2016 (88.5% residential and 90.9% commercial).

How would you rate TCL&P on providing reliable electric service? 
(Total “excellent” to “above average” w/o “don’t know” responses)
Q

25%

50%

75%

100%

Composite Residential Commercial 

98.3%98.6%98.5% 100.0%98.9%99.4%

2016
2021

How important would you say providing reliable 
electric service with fewer outages and surges is to 
you? (total “very important” or “somewhat important”)

Q

Increase in Reliability Ratings 
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25%

50%

75%

100%

Composite Residential Commercial

91.8%
86.4%87.7%

72.5%74.5%73.5%

2016
2021

21

How would you rate TCL&P on responsiveness to restoring power after 
outages? (Total “excellent” and “above average” w/o “don’t know” responses)Q

25%

50%

75%

100%

Composite Residential Commercial 

96.5%96.4%96.5% 100.0%97.8%98.8%

2016
2021

How important would you say responsiveness to restoring power after 
outages is to you? (total “very important” or “somewhat important”)Q

Increase in Outage Responsiveness Ratings 
The strong majority of respondents (96.5% in 2021 from 98.8% in 2016) indicated responsiveness to restoring power after 
outages is either “very important” or “somewhat important” (96.4% residential and 96.5% commercial). Of note, the frequency 
of survey participants who reported TCLP is either “excellent” or “above average” at being responsive to restoring power 
outages increased to 87.7% in 2021 over 73.5% in 2016 (86.4% residential and 91.8% commercial).
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25%

50%

75%

100%

Composite Residential Commercial 

93.3%
89.6%90.3% 92.1%90.7%91.3%

2016
2021

If you have had contact with a TCL&P Customer Service Representative within the past year, either on the phone, in person or 
by email, how satisfied were you with the outcome of this most recent contact? (Total “very satisfied” or “satisfied”) (n=402)
Q

Primary Reason Dissatisfied 
(n=17)

2016 
Composite

2021 
Composite

Problem/request not resolved 50% (6) 52.9% (9)

Unfriendly/discourteous 
employees 25% (3) 23.5% (4)

Did not clean up yard/left a mess — - 5.9% (1)

Questions were not answered/
information difficult to understand — - 5.9% (1)

Shut off service without notice — - 5.9% (1)
Dislike new automated system — - 5.9% (1)
Other (various) 25.0% (3) — -

Consistently High Satisfaction 
The strong majority of survey participants (90.3% in 2021 from 91.3% in 2016) reported they were either “very satisfied” or 
“somewhat satisfied” with the outcome of their most recent customer service contact (89.6% residential and 93.3% 
commercial). Of the 17 respondents who reported they were not satisfied, 52.9% indicated “problem/request not resolved” 
and 23.5% reported “unfriendly/discourteous employees.” 
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If you have had contact with a TCL&P Field Representative (meter reader, tree trimmer, lineman) within the past year, how satisfied 
were you with the outcome of this most recent contact?  (Total “very satisfied” or “satisfied”) (n=230)Q

25%

50%

75%

100%

Composite Residential Commercial 

93.0%
87.7%88.7%

100.0%
92.3%

95.9%

2016
2021

Slight Decline in Field Service Satisfaction 
The frequency of respondents who reported they were either “very satisfied” or “somewhat satisfied” with the 
outcome of their most recent field service contact declined to 88.7% in 2021 from 95.9% in 2016 (87.7% residential 
and 93.0% commercial).
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25%

50%

75%

100%

Composite Residential Commercial 

50.9%
54.8%54.0%

2021

How willing would you say you are to pay more for electricity that is locally generated?  (Total “very willing” or “somewhat willing”)Q

Majority Willing to Pay More for Local Electricity 
In 2021, slightly more than one-half of respondents reported they were either “very willing” or “somewhat willing” to 
pay more for electricity that is locally generated (54.8% residential and 50.9% commercial). 
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Composite Residential Commercial

Item 2016 2021 2016 2021 2016 2021

E-mail 41.5% 51.4% 43.0% 53.0% 39.8% 45.7%
Direct Mail 22.0% 17.1% 20.8% 17.6% 23.3% 15.4%
Bill Insert 14.4% 14.4% 9.6% 12.5% 20.1% 21.7%
Website 1.5% 3.4% 1.9% 3.1% 1.0% 4.6%
Television 4.3% 3.1% 5.2% 3.4% 3.2% 1.7%
Record Eagle 2.1% 2.2% 1.9% 2.6% 2.3% 0.6%
E-Newsletter 0.7% 2.2% 1.4% 1.6% — - 4.6%
Facebook 2.5% 2.1% 2.7% 2.2% 2.3% 1.7%
Phone call — - 1.3% — - 1.4% — - 1.1%
Other 8.6% 1.0% 11.8% 0.6% 4.9% 2.3%
Text message — - 0.9% — - 1.1% — - — -
Radio 2.2% 0.6% 1.6% 0.6% 2.9% 0.6%
Twitter — - 0.2% — - 0.3% — - — -

What is the best way for TCL&P to successfully communicate information to you? Q
Preferred Communication Methods  
Remain Consistent

When asked to indicate the best ways for 
TCLP to communicate with them, survey 
participants indicated “email” (51.4% in 
2021 over 41.5% in 2016), followed by 
“direct mail” (17.1% from 22.0%) and “bill 
inserts” (14.4% in both 2021 and 2016).  

Of note, the frequency of commercial 
respondents who indicated “bill 
inserts” (21.7%) was significantly higher 
than residential respondents (12.5%). 
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Would you be interested in receiving a text message notifying you of an 
outage, phone scam, or inclement weather? (Total “yes” w/o “don’t know”) 
Q

25%

50%

75%

100%

Composite Residential Commercial 

23.0%

46.4%
41.2%

33.6%

51.0%
42.9%

2016
2021

Would you be interested in utilizing a TCL&P Smart Phone Application that 
would provide pertinent utility information?   (Total “yes” w/o “don’t know”)Q

25%

50%

75%

100%

Composite Residential Commercial 

51.2%

74.9%
69.7%

60.7%

76.0%
68.9%

2016
2021

Consistent Interest in App and Text Alerts
In 2021, overall interest in a smart phone application that provides pertinent information remained relatively consistent at 
41.2% from 42.9% in 2016 (46.4% residential and 23.0% commercial). Additionally, interest in receiving a text message 
notifying customers of an outage, phone scam or inclement weather remained consistent at 69.7% over 68.9% in 2016 
(74.9% residential and 51.2% commercial).  
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Composite Residential Commercial

Item 2016 2021 2016 2021 2016 2021

Automatic bank draft 22.6% 36.4% 26.3% 38.2% 18.1% 29.7%

Online 22.6% 29.6% 27.4% 34.4% 16.8% 12.0%

Mail 44.1% 22.8% 29.6% 17.6% 61.2% 41.7%

In person 9.1% 4.2% 14.0% 4.5% 3.2% 2.9%

Telephone 1.8% 2.9% 2.7% 3.6% 0.6% 0.6%

Other — - 1.1% — - 1.1% — - 1.1%

Don’t know/unsure — - 3.1% — - 0.6% — - 12.0%

How do you pay your utility bill? Q

Increase in Autopay and Decline 
in Direct Mail 

In 2021, when surveyed customers were 
asked how they pay their utility bill, 36.4% 
indicated “automatic bank draft” (over 22.6% 
in 2016), followed by “online” (29.6% over 
22.6%) and “mail” (22.8% from 44.1%).  

Of note, commercial respondents (41.7%) 
were much more likely to indicate they pay 
their bill through mail, in comparison to 
residential customers (17.6%). 
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Composite 

Residential 

Commercial 

25% 50% 75% 100%

23.4%

43.8%

39.4%

21.4%

32.6%

27.4%

2016
2021

28

QHave you visited the 
TCL&P website, in the 
last 6 months?

QHow often do you visit the website? 
(w/o “don’t know”) (n=322)

Composite Residential Commercial

Item 2016 2021 2016 2021 2016 2021

Daily — - — - — - — - — - — -

Weekly — - 1.4% — - 0.8% — - 5.9%

Monthly 68.1% 58.0% 68.9% 58.3% 66.7% 55.9%

Other 31.9% 40.4% 31.1% 41.0% 33.3% 38.3%

Increase in Website Usage 
In 2021, 39.4% of surveyed customers indicated they have visited the TCLP website in the last 6 months, marking a significant 
increase over 27.4% in 2016 (43.8% residential and 23.4% commercial). Further, respondents most frequently indicated they 
visit the website “monthly” (58.0% from 68.1%) and residential customers (58.3%) were more likely to indicate they visit 
monthly than commercial customers (55.9%). 
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Composite Residential Commercial

Item 2016 2021 2016 2021 2016 2021

Bill payment information 18.7% 72.7% 23.8% 74.4% 12.6% 61.0%

Utility outage map — - 16.8% — - 16.0% — - 22.0%

Information on energy efficiency rebates 2.2% 16.5% 2.2% 16.4% 2.3% 17.1%

News updates 3.4% 14.0% 3.3% 13.9% 3.6% 14.6%

Electric rate information 1.6% 9.6% 2.2% 10.7% 1.0% 2.4%

Internet service/fiber optics — - 6.8% — - 6.4% — - 9.8%

Board information 1.8% 4.3% 1.6% 3.9% 1.9% 7.3%

Usage — - 1.6% — - 1.8% — - — -

Other 4.9% 6.2% 4.9% 7.1% 4.9% — -

Don’t know/unsure — - 1.9% — - 1.4% — - 4.9%

QFor what purpose do you visit the TCL&P website? (n=322)

*Question was not multiple response in 2016 survey. 

Majority Visit the Website for 
Bill Payment   

Surveyed customers reported they visit the TCLP 
website for “bill payment information” (72.7%) 
most frequently, followed by the “utility outage 
map” (16.8%) and “information on energy 
efficiency rebates” (16.5%).  

Residential customers (74.4%) were significantly 
more likely to indicate they use the website for 
“bill payment information” than commercial 
customers (61.0%), while commercial customers 
indicated the “utility outage map” (22.0%) more 
frequently than residential customers (16.0%). 
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Composite Residential Commercial

Item 2016 2021 2016 2021 2016 2021

Information on rates 63.8% 83.0% 70.7% 83.4% 55.6% 81.2%

Online reporting of service problems 61.7% 81.4% 66.3% 80.9% 56.3% 83.2%

Information on renewable energy 58.3% 77.1% 66.3% 78.6% 48.9% 71.7%

Information on ways to improve efficiency 
in homes and businesses 62.1% 77.0% 69.3% 76.9% 53.7% 77.6%

Information on TCL&P Projects 51.6% 71.2% 59.4% 72.8% 42.4% 65.1%

Information on energy news and issues 53.4% 67.0% 61.1% 67.9% 44.3% 63.9%

QHow would you rate your interest level in each of the following types of information 
that could be made available on the website? (total “very interested” or “somewhat 
interested” w/o “don’t know)

Significant Increase in Renewable 
Energy Interest 

Respondents indicated the highest level of 
interest for “information on rates” (83.0% either 
“very interested” or “somewhat interested”) 
and “online reporting of service 
problems” (81.4%). 

Of note, reported interest in “information on 
renewable energy” increased significantly for 
both residential customers (78.6% in 2021 
over 66.3% in 2016) and commercial 
customers (71.7% over 48.9%). 
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25%

50%

75%

100%

Composite Residential Commercial 

66.3%

77.5%75.1%

2021

How interested are you in utilizing the new upgraded metering infrastructure for real-time monitoring 
of your energy consumption?  (total “very interested” or “somewhat interested” w/o “don’t know)Q

Strong Interest in Monitoring Energy Consumption 
In 2021, 75.1% of surveyed customers reported they were either “very interested” or “somewhat interested” in utilizing the new 
upgraded metering infrastructure for real-time monitoring of their energy consumption (77.5% residential and 66.3% 
commercial).
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How aware are you that TCL&P has incentives for buying energy 
efficient appliances and lighting? (Total residential customers 
who indicated “very aware” or “somewhat aware” in 2021)*

Q

25%

50%

75%

100%

Residential 

47.2%

60.8%

2016
2021

How aware are you that TCL&P has an energy efficiency 
program that provides rebates for recycling older 
refrigerators? (Total residential customers who indicated 
“very aware” or “somewhat aware” in 2021)*

Q

25%

50%

75%

100%

Residential 

50.9%

66.3%

2016
2021

*Response options were “yes/no” in 2016 survey. 

Decreased Awareness in Renewable Energy 
Programs
Residential customers reported decreased awareness in TCLP’s energy efficiency program that provides rebates for recycling 
older refrigerators (47.2% “very aware” or “somewhat aware” in 2021 from 60.8% in 2016) as well as TCLP’s incentives for 
buying energy efficient appliances and lighting (50.9% from 66.3%).  
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Commercial

61.7%
66.3%

2016
2021

How aware are you that TCL&P has an energy efficiency program that provides financial incentives for installing more energy efficient 
lighting and equipment at your business? (Total commercial customers who indicated “very aware” or “somewhat aware” in 2021)*Q

*Response options were “yes/no” in 2016 survey. 

Decreased Awareness in Commercial Energy  
Efficiency Program 
Commercial customers reported decreased awareness in TCLP’s energy efficiency program that provides financial 
incentives for installing more energy efficient lighting and equipment at your business (61.7% “very aware” or “somewhat 
aware” in 2021 from 66.3% in 2016). 
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100%

Composite Residential Commercial 

38.8%
35.2%36.0%

2021

How aware are you that customers can opt-in to a voluntary green rate to ensure that 100% of your electrical power 
from TCL&P is from renewable energy? (Total customers who indicated “very aware” or “somewhat aware”)*Q

Low awareness in Voluntary Green Rate
Less than two-out-of-five surveyed customers (36.0%) reported they were “very aware” or “somewhat aware” that 
customers can opt-in to a voluntary green rate to ensure 100% of their electrical power from TCL&P is from renewable 
energy (35.2% residential and 38.8% commercial).
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   Energy Saver  
Rebate Program

Recycling Rebate 
              Program

Voluntary Green  
Pricing Program

     LED/Light  
bulb program

                   On-Bill  
Financing Program

Other

Don’t know/ 
        unsure 

None of  
the above 

25% 50% 75% 100%

6.9%

70.9%

0.6%

2.9%

0.0%

2.3%

5.1%

15.4%

46.7%

30.5%

1.7%

1.1%

2.5%

5.1%

9.8%

10.3%

38.2%

39.2%

1.5%

1.5%

2.0%

4.5%

8.8%

11.4%

Composite
Residential
Commercial

Have you participated in any of the 
following energy efficiency 
programs?

Q

22.9% 
see TCLP as a place to 

get reliable equipment 
or contractor 

recommendations.

Low Participation in 
Energy Efficiency 
Programs
11.4% of surveyed customers indicated they have 
participated in the “energy saver rebate 
program” (10.3% residential and 15.4% 
commercial) and 8.8% reported they participated 
in the “recycling rebate program” (9.8% residential 
and 5.1% commercial). Of note, 39.2% of 
respondents reported they were unsure if they 
have participated in an energy efficiency program 
(30.5% residential and 70.9% commercial).

Of note, 22.9% of customers indicated they 
see TCLP as a place to get reliable equipment 
or contractor recommendations. 
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Composite Residential Commercial 

16.0%

24.3%22.5%

37.2%36.7%36.9%

2016
2021

36

For larger energy efficiency upgrades, would you be interested in the utility offering On-Bill 
financing for those types of improvements? (Total “yes” w/o “don’t know”) Q 14.3% 

total who would like 
more information on 

the topic. 

8.6% 
in 2016

Decline in On-Bill Financing Interest  
While more than one-fifth of all respondents in 2021 (22.5%) reported they were interested in TCLP offering “On-Bill 
financing” for energy efficiency upgrades, the frequency declined from 36.9% in 2016 (24.3% residential and 16.0% 
commercial).

*Responses options were “yes/no” in 2016 survey. 
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77.2%
81.0%80.2%

2021

How important is it for your utility to consider climate change as part of its energy strategy? 
(Total customers who indicated “very important” or “somewhat important”)*Q

Majority Indicate a Renewable Energy Strategy 
is Important 
In 2021, the strong majority of respondents (80.2%) indicated it was either “very important” or “somewhat important” that 
TCLP consider climate change as part of its energy strategy (81.0% residential customers and 77.2% commercial customers).
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25%

50%

75%

100%

Yes, I currently own  
an electric vehicle

Yes, I plan on owning  
one in the next three years

No, I do not own  
an electric vehicle

80.4%

14.8%

4.8%
Residential

Do you currently have an Electric Vehicle or 
are you thinking about purchasing one in 
the next three years? 

Q Item 2021 
Residential 

Affordability/cost/savings/financial benefits 34.1%
None/nothing 20.8%
Don't know/refused 8.8%
Financial incentives (rebates, discounts, tax, etc.) 6.9%
Provide more information/knowledge/education 6.1%
Not interested / not at this time 4.7%
Improved technology/proof of efficiency 4.0%
Energy source (renewable, solar, less carbin footprint) 3.5%
Availability 3.3%
Already energy efficient/utilize electric technologies/
plan to be 3.1%

Other (various; each less than 3.0%) 12.7%

One-fifth Own or Plan on Owning an Electric Vehicle
While the majority of residential respondents (80.4%) indicated they neither own or plan on owning an electric vehicle, 19.6% 
indicated they either currently own one (4.8%) or plan on owning one in the next three years (14.8%). Of note, when asked 
what would encourage them to utilize more electric technologies 34.1% of residential respondents indicated “affordability/cost/
savings/financial benefits” and 20.8% indicated “none/nothing.”

What would encourage you to switch to utilizing more electric 
technologies such as electric heat pumps, cars, water heaters, and more? Q
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2021

How aware are you that TCL&P has recently launched high speed 
fiber internet service?  (Total “very aware” or “somewhat aware”)Q

Composite

Residential 

Commercial 

25% 50% 75% 100%

53.7%

73.5%

69.3%

2021

And how interested would you be in using TCL&P as your internet 
provider? (Total “very interested” or “somewhat interested”)Q

Majority Aware and Interested in TCLP Internet 
Over three-fifths of all respondents (63.9%) reported they were either “very aware” or “somewhat aware” TCLP recently 
launched high speed internet service (65.4% residential and 58.3% commercial). Additionally, roughly seven-out-of-ten 
respondents (69.3%) reported they would be either “very interested” or “somewhat interested” in using TCLP as an internet 
provider (73.5% residential and 53.7% commercial). 
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Considerations
๏ Develop marketing communications specifically targeting high electricity users. TCLP should develop marketing 

materials for high electricity users. Information should be provided through email, as well as bill inserts. Information should 
be specific to residential and commercial customers and should include tips about saving electricity, including information 
on potential reasons for high use, and ways to save electricity in the home/business.  

๏ Consider qualitative feedback from respondents who reported having a poor field service interaction. It is 
recommended that TCLP make efforts to directly contact customers who indicated they were dissatisfied with their field 
service interaction, in order to better understand any areas for improvement. Reaching out to these respondents would 
likely strengthen the customer relationship, as well as provide actionable insight moving forward.  

๏ Communicate the programs and services available to both residential and commercial customers and be 
mindful of their preferred communication methods. TCLP should make efforts to educate both residential and 
commercial customers given the increased interest and declined awareness of renewable energy programs and services. 
TCLP could develop a newsletter that communicates possible energy savings, and renewable programs and services 
available through preferred communication methods like direct mail/bill inserts and email, in order to best reach customers. 

๏ Make efforts to add TCLP’s fiber internet service to their current electric customers’ accounts. With a significant 
frequency of respondents indicating they’re interested in TCLP’s internet service, it would likely prove beneficial to use 
introductory rates, and/or referral programs, in order to convert electric customers into internet customers, as well. 
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Traverse City Light & Power  
High & Low Electricity User Segmentation Analysis

6 April 2021 
Confidential & Proprietary

The 2021 Traverse City Light & Power Customer Study utilized a segmentation analysis based on surveyed 
customers’ average consumption of electricity in kilowatt hours (kWh).  

Both residential and commercial customers were broken up into three (3) equal segments: 
1) “Low users” - The bottom one-third in average electricity consumption  
2) “Average users” - The middle one-third in average electricity consumption 
3) “High users” - The top one-third in average electricity consumption 

The following slides detail significant findings between “low users” and “high users,” among both residential and 
commercial customers. Readers should note, any finding in this document indicates a statistically significant variance 
between the (2) two groups. 
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Residential Customer - Key Findings

2

๏ “Low users” were more likely to indicate TCLP was “excellent” at providing reliable service.  

๏ “High users” indicated they were more willing to pay for locally generated electricity.  

๏ “High users” were more interested in a TCLP Smart Phone Application that would provide pertinent utility information. 

๏ “High users” were more likely to utilize autopay/online bill pay and visit the website more often than low users.  

๏ “High users" were more interested in information on TCLP projects, rates, energy news and issues, renewable energy, 
improving energy efficiency, and monitoring consumption.   

๏ “High users” were more interested in “On-Bill” financing for energy efficiency upgrades.   

๏ "High users” were more aware TCL&P recently launched a high-speed internet service, and were more likely to indicate 
they were interested in using it. 

๏ It should be noted that “low users” and “high users” varied significantly on a demographic level. Those ages 65+, 
Female respondents, those earning less than $50,000, living alone, renting their residence, and owning a seasonal 
home in Traverse City, were all more likely to be “low users.” 
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Commercial Customer - Key Findings
๏ “High users” were more likely to report the cost of electricity is “very important” to their company.   

๏ “Low users” were more likely to indicate they have not visited the website in the past 6 months. 

๏ “High users” were more likely to indicate they were aware customers can opt-in to a voluntary green rate, 
as well as the “energy saver” rebate program.  

๏ “High users” were more likely to indicate it is important TCLP consider climate change as part of its 
energy strategy. 

๏ “Low users” were more likely to indicate they own their business location, while “high users” were more 
likely to rent the location their business operates out of. 
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